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More Than One

Following on from last week’s programme, Libby and Michael will be asking the children to think 

about all the things they like to do with other people and what activities we need to do in groups.

Poem
    Family Visit

    Two on a motor bike

    Four in a car,

    Six people go to visit

    Granny and Grandpa.

    Eight people chattering,

    In comes Uncle Jim

    With cousins Luke and Kylie

    And their brother Tim.

    There are so many of us

    We can hardly shut the door

    Granny’s only got ten chairs

    So two sit on the fl oor.

    I help Granny cut the cake.

    Twelve slices for our tea,

    Baby Tim won’t eat and so

    There’s an extra piece for me.

      By Edna Eglinton

    Barbecues

    Beef burgers in a bap,

    Sausages sizzling on the grill –

    Daddy’s hard at work turning the grilled steaks,

    Mummy’s sitting with her feet up lounging in the sun

    The dog is catching its tail

    While Tom is imagining he is scoring goal after goal.

    Jane is painting her nails.

    We’re sitting in plastic chairs at a plastic table

    under a sun umbrella having fun

    till the raindrops come,

    slowly fi rst, then a real downpour.

    We rush willy nilly, this way and that

    till we’re back in the kitchen

    with our feet under the table
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    and everything is soaking wet

    except the dog who’s dry as a bone

    curled up under a bush.

      By Isobel Gamble

Story

Little Mouse trudges the streets of Derry looking for a new home, and some friends to keep him 

company.

Song

There Are Monkeys by Elizabeth Matterson

See link on teacher’s resources page for music & words

After the programme

Words for discussion:-  ‘an awful din’; announcements; a special event; swimming gala; 

pantomime; a choir; to trudge; rucksack; ‘I don’t have a head for heights’ (little mouse); a warehouse; 

chimney pot.

• Talk about the things the class like to do with other people (the opposite to

last week’s discussion about doing things on one’s own).

        •    Think of some things where it is essential to have other people e.g. board  

    games, most sport, parties, races, a choir, dancing, a play or pantomime.

• Talk about modes of transport, and calculate the differing numbers of people

each can carry e.g. a bicycle, a motorbike, car, bus, lorry, different sorts of 

boats and planes.  A space ship?

Northern Ireland Curriculum

Maths

Numbers: Pupils should have opportunities to: read, write and order whole 

numbers; use the knowledge that the position of a digit indicates its 

value.

Mathematical Reasoning: Pupils should have opportunities to: recognise 

     simple patterns and relationships and make 

     predictions about them based on experience.

English

Talking and Listening

(expected outcomes)  Pupils should develop their ability to: express 

     thoughts and feelings; present ideas and 
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     information; think about what they say and how

     they say it: discuss features of language.

Reading:    Pupils should develop the ability to talk with the

     teacher about the ways in which language is

     written down, identifying phrases, words, 

     patterns of letters and other features of written

     language.

Cross-Curricular Links

MATHS
Counting
Sequencing
10, 100, 1000 etc.
Pairs

ENGLISH
Idioms
Figures of speech
Story comprehension
Poetry
Discussion
Pairs

ART
Noah and his Ark
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